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.Instructions . 
• Each question is worth 25 marks 
• Answer question 1 
• Answer any three(3) questions from questions 2 to 6 
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Question 1-compulsory 

(i) Explain the following concepts. Give Examples where possible? 

(a) Function Prototype 1 mark 

(b) Function Signature 1 mark 

(c) Function Overloading 1 mark 

(d) Friend function 1 mark 

(e) Access member function 1 mark 

(ii) 

(a) What is a constructor function? 2 marks 

(b) How and when is a constructor function called/used? 2 marks 

(c) A class may have more than one constructor function. How is this 

possible? 2 marks 

(iii) 

(a) What is a polymorphic function? 2 mark 

(b) Explain two (2)cases (concepts) which give rise to polymorphic 

functions. 2 marks 

(c) What is function template? 2 marks 

(d) Do you see any ¢lationship between a function templates and 

polymorphism? 2 marks 

(iv) 

a) What is the relationship between a class and an object? 2 marks 

b) What is difference between private and protected members ofa class? 

2 marks 

c) What is the difference between a private and a public base class? 

2 marks 
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Question 2 

(i) Assume that the charge for sending a parcel overseas is calculated as follows. First, its 

weight is rounded up to the nearest multiple of 15 grams. Then the charge is computed 

using the following table; 

Weight (grams) Charge (cents) 

15 12 


30 22 


45 31 


60 36 plus 2 per each completed 1000 km 

75 and over 40 plus 3 per each completed 1000 km 

Write a C++ function ComputeChargethat takes the Weight of the parcel and the 

Distance, as arguments, and retUrns the Charge in cents. 10 marks 

(ii) Write a C++ function Dou~leSpace (ifstream InFile, ofttream OutFile) that takes an· 

input stream, InFile, as inputaod copies all the contents of InFile to an output stream, 

OutFile. The lines in OutFile Inust be double spaced. That is there must be at least one 

blank line between any consecutive lines in OutFile. The figure below shows a sample 

InFile and the expected double spaced OuWile. 

InFile - Single Spaced OutFile - double spaced 

Good Hamlet, Good Hamlet, 
Cast thy nited color 
And look like a friend to Denmark Cast thy nited color 

And look like a friend to Denmark 

15 marks 
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Question 3 

Consider rational numbers (fmctions) ofthe form: alb, where a is the numerator and b is 

the denominator. The arithmetic operations addition, subtraction, multiplication and 

division can be performed on rational numbers. These operations can be performed as 

shown in the following examples. 

alb + eld = (ad + bc)Ibd 


alb - cld = (ad - be) Ibd 


alb * cld = aclbd 


(alb) I (cld) = adlbe 


(i) Using C++ notation, define class Rational for performing arithmetic operations 

with fractions. Use integer variables to represent the numerator and the 

denominator of a fra~tion.Iri the definition of the class provide prototypes for 

member functions to perform the arithmetic operations addition, subtmction, 

mUltiplication and division.. Use operators instead of functions as much as 

possible. For example use operator + instead of function name add. The class 

should also specify a member function (or operator) for printing a rational number 

in the form alb, where a is the· numerator and b is the denominator. Your class 

should have two (2) constructor functions. The first constructor should have no 

arguments and simply initializes the numerator and denominator to be 0 and 1 
. .' 

respectively. The second constructor takes two (2) integer arguments and 

initializes the numerat()r and· denominator to be the first and second arguments 

respectively. 10 marks 

(ii) Using C++ notation, write the code (definition) of the member functions 

whose prototypes are specified in the definition of class Rational above. 

15 marks 
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·Question 4 

(i) Distinguish between single inheritance and multiple inheritance. 2 marks 

(ii) Using the concepts of classes, subclasses and inheritance, model (use diagram) an 

account class hierarchy for a banking enterprise. For each account the account number, 

name of holder (owner) and balance are recorded. Account holders may deposit or 

withdraw money from the account. A deposit transaction increments the balance by the 

amount being deposited and withdrawal decrements the balance by the amount being 

withdrawn.The enterprise has two types of account: A current (cheque) account and a 
r 

savings account. For each current account the overdraft limit is recorded. The overdraft 

limit is the amount by which the account holder is allowed to overspend each month. The 

overdraft limit may be changed from time to time. Each savings account attracts an 

annual interest rate. This rate may be changed from time to time. The interest for each 

savings account is calculated each month and deposited into the account. The following 

formula may be used for this purpose: MonthlyInterest :.:; Annualrate * balance 112. The 

details for each account may'b~ p~inted when necessary. For a current account the 

account number, name of oWl]er, balance and overdraft limit may be printed. For a 

savings account the account number, name ofowner, balance and interest rate are printed. 

10 marks 

(iii) Using C++ notation write an implementation of the class hierarchy obtained above. 

That is define all the classes and write the corresponding code for the member functions 

in each class. 

13 marks 
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Question 5 

Write a prO'gram that implements an array, t [O..N] O'f linked lists. The prO'gram must 

read a sequence O'f integers frOm a text file. FO'r each integer X read frO'm the text file the 

prO'gram must insert X intO' linked list L[I] O'nly if X is a multiple O'f I. Once the program 

has read all the integers from the ~ext file it must display all the values in each linked list 

, O'n standard O'utput. 

Assume class LinkedList is already defined with the O'peratiO'ns 

• 	 LinkedListO - cO'nstructO'r for class linked list and initializes list. 

• 	 Insert (e) - Insets new element e intO' linked list. FO'r example S.lnsert(lO) inserts 

the value 10 intO' linked list s. 
• 	 Delete (e) Delete element e. frO'm the linked list 

• 	 ShowO - Displays all the elements in the linked list .. FO'r example S.ShO'wO 

displays all the element iplinked list S on standard O'utput. 25 marks 

Questioi16 

(i) Using a template, write a C++ Single Un-Ordered Linked List class definitiO'n. 

6 marks 

(ii) Using yO'ur class definitiO'n iri{i) above, write the suitable function definitiO'ns for 

the List constructO'r and the member functiO'ns Insert, Delete and IsEmpty. 

12 marks .. 

(iii) 	 ShO'W hO'W your Linked List class definitiO'n may be used to declare a List of 

integer numbers or real numbers,O'r characters. 3 marks 

(iv) 	 What WO'uid you need to' change in the abO've definitiO'n if you wanted your list 

to' be Ordered instead O'fbeingUn-ordered. 4 marks 
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